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FOUNDERS DAY

n in MMM

ENJOYABLE EVENING PROGRAM 0NJ0UNDER8 DAY

Miss Jennie Tabb Gives Short
Talk.—Presentation of Gifts
to Studonl liui!d.'ng

Robert B. Tunstall, of Norfolk.
is Speaker of the Occasion.—
Miss Andrews Gives Talk

When the boll rang Saturday morning at twenty minutes to ten everyone rushed with great eagerness to
the auditorium where the exerc ■
were to be held. The Freshmen rush
ed because they had heard what
Founder! Day vra like, end they
wen snxioUI CO verify their id a

On Saturday night the annual
celebration of Founders Day in our
institution reached its climax with a
very delightful program opened with
an invocation by Rev. R. M. White of
the Methodist church, of Farmville.
Immediately following the prayer,
Miss Alice Davis rendered a delightful solo, accompanied on the piano
by Miss Virginia Potts.
Then followed a brief introductory
talk by Dr. Jarman, in which he
brought to the attention of those
present, the comparative lack of interest upon the part of the citizens
of the state at large, in the vital
question of higher education. Dr.
Jarman has recently returned from
an educational convention in Richmond and is consequently deeply concerned with the problem and is extremely anxious that we as prospectve teachers realize the necessity for
higher education to promote its interest.
The delightful and enlightening
talk given by Mr. Robert B. Tunstall,
a resident of Norfolk, and graduate
of the University of Virginia was an
elaboration of what Dr. Jarman had
touched upon. Mr. Tunstall went
more into detail and offered specific
examples indicative of the fact that
Virgnia is far behind in her provision
for higher learning and that far
more money is appropriated annually
by our state for good roads than for
higher education, which is more essential for the growth of the State
at large. In this same connection and
in order to make more vivid the existing educational conditions within
our state, Mr. Tunstall used this
figure of speech—that "higher education is to the state what the heart
or lungs are to the human body." It
is a matter of concern both from the
standpoint of leadership and citizenHAVE YOU STARTED
ship and should be of interest to
THINKING OF ELECTIONS? everyone within the state.
Mr. Tunstall continued by saying
Have you thought about who should that the establishment of such instibe president of Student Government tutions as the college of William and
next year? No? And yet she is only Mary and the University of Virginia
one of the many important officials Is significant of the fact that such
who must be elected soon. We must great men as Blair, Thomas Jefferhave a president of the Y. W. ('. A., son and others have realized that
and of the Athletic Association. Then higher education is necessary for
there is the editor-in-chief of The growth and deveopment. They have
Virginia and The Rotunda. Here are given us foundations upon which to
only a few of the more important( build and we are expected to do
officials What girls do you know everything within our power to fulfill
who arc capable of filling those posi- their dreams.
tons? Remember, an official must
Other states have advanced and
have initiative as well as ability. have taken many more *steps than
Don't wait until the last minute and Virginia in this direction and consethen vote for who your roommate quently Virginia is now facing a
tells you to. Thing for yourself. Start serious and dangerous problem in renow |
gard to higher education, which may
be solved only when the people of the
Mrs. Elmer Crigler Holmes was state at large realize its necessity
one of the hostesses at "Mt. Vernon": and seek to encourage the pursuit of
the Y. W. C. A. building on the advanced learning.
The next number on the program
Sesqui-Centennial Exposition grounds
(Continued on last page)
in Philadelphia.
J

the upper classmen rushed became
they had seen it before and were
anxious not to mist any phase of It,
When the auditorium was as filled
with people as it will ever be again
the Senior class marched in dr.
in cap and gown, while the audience
sang ,.ur Alma Mater song. The new
tune composed by Virginia Potts, the
president of the Senior class, tra*
used publically for the first time. It
has both dignity and martial ardor
and ma le an admirable processional.
Miss Jennie Tabb began the morn
tag's program by a short talk on the
Spirit of Founders Day. It was a talk
that went straght to the heart and
tttled there. Onlv those who heart
M< Jennie give it can appreciate it
fully.
N xt in order were the class presentations, which were, of course,
original to the nth degree.
The
Senior Class presented Dr. Jarman
with a heart of gold to help pay for
his Student Building and to show
him their love and devotion, as well
The Juniors gave a presentation of
a night at S. T. C. depicting very
cleverly to an amazed outsider the
many ways by which money is made
"for the Student Building."
The
Sophomores had a peppy, Pirate
stunt, discovering a hidden treasure
for Dr. Jarman.
Last of all the
Freshman Class gave a dignified, but
delightful "fairy tale" stunt in which
the Prince brought home money for
Dr. Jarman.
The Alumnae Chapters were heard
from after the classes, with the class
of '26 leading the list and presenting
a huge birthday cake emphasizng
twenty-five very strongly. Various
other chapters gave money, or were
heard from in some way or other.
Then the different organizations presented various sums of money in
various ways. The faculty, too, gave
most generously; and even the training school was represented.
Following the gifts, Dr. Jarman
made a talk, thanking the different
classes and organizations individually
for their help. After his speech the
entertainment was brought to a close
with the singing of "Carry Me Back
to Ole Virginy."
I
E

Number 2\

DEDICATION
The alumnae wish to dedicate this,
their issue of Tin Rotunda, to D<\
J. L. Jarman—an expression of their
love and appreciation for h's twentyfive years of service to this College.

tXrS^T^t^l^VfIMPROVEMENTS AT
THE SPIRIT OF
STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE
FOUNDERS DAY
Alumnae, visit your Alma Mater
and see the wonderful changes which
have taken place sirce you were hare.
The school is growing larger, better
and more beautiful every year.
The Student Building with the exception of the furnishing of a few
rooms is entirely complete. The Y. W.
C. A. and Student Council rooms are
beautifully furnished. The building
is an inspiration in itself.
Between the Student Building and
White House Hall a new 4-floor
dormitory has been completed. The
first floor contain? shower baths an i
lockers for town students. The other
three floors are used for dormitory
rooms. The rooms are very attractive two-girls rooms,—a necessity
long needed here.
The old gymnasium has been made
into two dormitory floors.
These
looms are two-girl rooms and are
very desirable on account of their
Conttinued on Page 2

It is impossible to define the spirit
of an occason. There is an intangible
something that permeates the air,
gives life and color to the activities
and leaves in the hearts of the participants a warmth and glow that
cannot be described.
A short time ago I heard someone
remark casually that the spirit of
Founders Day seemed to be a mercen
ary spirit: this chance remark set
me to thinking and led me to the conclusion that it was far indeed from
the correct estimate.
When mother at home has a
birthday, the children who are scattered return to celebrate it; those
who cannot come send a word of love
and a little gift—a gift that is the
more precious if time and labor have
gone into the making of it.
Our College was born on March 7,
1884; so, we celebrate today her
forty-third birthday, and the twentyContiuued on page two
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MANY ALUMNAE RETURN
TO ANNUAL CELEBRATION
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Published Weekly by Students of the State Teachers College,
Farmville, Virginia.
Entered as 2nd class matter March 1st, 1921, at the Post Office of
Farmville, Virginia, under Act of March 3, 1879
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In spite of the fact that for several
days preceednjj Founders Day the
veather had been v«ry uncertain,
there were quite a number of fornu'i
S. T. C. students present for the
celebration of the founding of our
college. Among the alumnae who returned were:
Mrs. E. A. Hatch, Wakefield, Va.
Mrs. Catherine P. Watts, Lynchburg, Va.
Miss Ann Smith, Staunton, Va.
Miss Kate Trent. Fredericksburg.
Miss Louise D. Locke, Portsmouth.
Miss Mary R. Winn Turbeville.
Miss Ann Barksdale, Turbeville.
Miss Mary E. Booker, Pamplin.
Miss Catherine Burdock, Chester.
Miss Sadie Baird, Chester.
Miss Ida Hill, Kenbridge.
Miss Archer Reams, Blackstone.
Miss Jessie Bennett, Danville.
Miss Elizabeth Jarratt, Richmond.
Miss Lucille Mcllhany, Blueheld.
West Virginia.
Miss Polly Riddle, Norfolk.

ROTUNDA STAFF
Editor-in-Chief
Assistant Editor

EDITH CORNWELL '27
. . EVELYN DULANEY '28
Board of Editore
Literary
LUCY HAILE OVERBEY
News
LOUISE FOSTER '29
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Athletic
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VIRGINIA BURKES '29
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BESSIE MEADE RIDDLE '27
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Business Manager
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Assistant
ELIZABETH HARGRAVE '29
Circulation Manager
KATHERINE HATCH '29
Assistant
MARGARET BARHAM '29
MISS IDA BIERBOWER, Alumnae Editor
We are always glad to publish any desirable article or communication that
may be sent to us. We wish, however, to call attention to the fact that unsigned correspondence will not be published.
The Rotunda invites letters of comment, criticism, and. suggestions from Its
readers upon its manner of presenting and treating them. A letter, to receivw
consideration, must contain the name and addres« of the writer. These will
not be published if the writer objects to the publication.
All matters of business should be addressed to the Business Manager, and
all other matter should come to the Editor-in-Chief. Complaints from subscribers as regards irregularities in the delivery of The Rotunda, will be appreciated.

AN UN ADVERTISED VIRGINIA
ASSET IN J. L. JARMAN

SPIRIT OF FOUNDERS DAY
(Continued from page one)
fifth birthday of her president. She
was only a girl of seventeen or
eighteen when he adopted her, and
see what a woman he has made of
her!
In the very early days of his administration he conceived the idea of
a beautiful building that would be for
the use and pleasure of the students.
For at least sixteen years he has
been planning and laboring for this
dream which has now become a reality and stands as a monument to his
faith—for it was builded upon faith.
Is it not fitting that students and
alumnae should find joy in planning,
in working, and even in making some
sacrifice, to help lift from his shoulders the burden of the tremendous
debt that he so cheerfully assumed,
and for no other reason than that
they might have their building? And
what more fitting time at which to
present their gifts than on the birthday of Alma Mater, as proof of their
love for her.
Words of love are sweet, but deeds
of love are sweeter; and he who
publishes abroad his love, and in the
hour of need serves not, knows not
the meaning of the word.
And so, today Alma Mater stands
with outstretched arms to welcome
her returning daughters, and rejoices that those younger ones who
are still wth her have caught the
enthusiasm from their older sisters
and are willing to work to the very
limit of their ability to serve her and
to help lighten her burdens. This expression of their love gives her fresh
courage to begin a new year, in the
confidence that she has their loyalty
and support in all her undertakings.
Call you this mercenery?

THIS DAY AND THAT DAY
On Founders Day I wonder if we
realize all the things that have happened since that day. Is it possible
for us to realize that on that day
there were no radiators? Oh, no, our
grandmothers never had the chance
to pleasantly roast themselves on
pieces of iron which now supply heat
to thousands. It must have been terI ibly inconvenient for the alumnae of
years past to have to get up and
build fires. Sometimes when we get
up in the cold we desire the opportunity to make a fire, but at the
formation of the habit, methinks
'twould register dissatisfaction on
each of our brows. I suppose they
didn't have the seven-fifteen bell.
How chereful that must have been!
But I supose they had to get up at
that time even tho there was actully
no bell. Those folks probably didn't
know what a study hour was. Just
hink of all the regulations those
>'• girls broke I The saddest part of
it is that they didn't even know they
were breaking anything. They committed error upon error running from
>ne room to another in their long
stiff skirts during study hour. Now
I ask you when did they study?
Also the people of that day missed
having intelligence tests. Oh, how inferior they must have been. Think
>f never having to take tests which
show that you know nothing and
there is no chance of your ever know
ng anything.
The girls of long ago had no Shannon's. We wonder where they bought
their Polar Frosties and Ice Cream
cones. By the way, they didn't even
have these modern necessities. How
much money their papas must have
saved!
But much worse of all, they had no
Student Building. Now was it not
inconsiderate of them not to give
themselves a nice building? They may
have had a very good time but we
are glad we are we and have our nice
new building with good iron radiators.

GRAYS DRUG STORE
Headquarters for -:-

5- '¥- 6- Qirit
Come In And Get Acquainted
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MARTIN
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Noted for
QUALITY

MclNTOSH & CANADA mc.
Headquarters for Drugs, Toilet
Articles, Stationery, Kodaks
And Films
Farmville

:

:

Virginia

S. A. LEGUS

Tailoring

Cleaning
Farmville

And Pressing
: Virginia

C. E. GHAPPELL CO.
Dealers In

Confectioneries, Fruits, Blank
Books, Stationery, and
School Supplies
i

t

ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP
Will Fix Your SHOES
While You Wait!
Best WORKMANSHIP And
LEATHER Used.

IMPROVEMENTS AT S. T. C.
Mention the State Teachers College at Farmville and in the
10 Per Cent Discount on all -:•:•
same breath you find yourself talking of J. L. Jarman. The two
Continued from page 1
naturally go together on the tongue, like Arnold and Rugby, or
beauty and convenience. The furniFOOTWEAR
Jowett and Balliol, or Eliot and Harvard.
ture of the Student Building and the
The association of Dr. Jarman with the institution at Farmtwo new dormitories is all new and To S. T. C. Students-:-:ville has seemed so perennially new in achievement that it takes
beautiful as well as practical.
such ceremonies as they are having today in Prince Edward to
Our new dining room is a very
remind Virginia that in length of service he is among her oldest
lovely high pitched room with beaueducational executives. Twenty-five year Jarman has been on the
tiful electric fixtures. On either side&
faculty of the oldest of the state's school for the preparation of
is a small balcony for orchestra or
teachero. The college rightly is making much of the anniversary.
private parties. The kitchen is ont Sandwiches
Home-made Piea
Dr. Jarman knows how to be a college president without
f the best in the State. All of this U
seeming to be. He never struts, never preaches, never becomes
in place of the small low pitched dinoedanic. In his dealings with the 700 girls who idolize him, he is
Hot Dogs
ing room which the fire took away.
always friendly and always natural, without palaver, condescenuetaoinetaoshrdlutaohrdlutaoird
sion or "side." He talks to them at assembly as a man addressing
Beit Fountain Service In Town
A new colonnade 'ead« from Whi(
the equals of his own family, and not as a reincarnated pontifex
House Hall to the Student Building.
maximus. He has none of the "prexy air," yet there is so much
It is beautful in its simplicity and
FARMVILLE, VIRGINIA
kindliness in his face and so much of earnestness in his musical
it adds a very calm and classic ail
voice that if you met him at midnight in the aisle of a Pullman,
M the campus.
you would know him to be unfeignedly a public servant, eternalEvery visitor is carried away with
ly an idealist.
the lovely new buildings and the
What he has done for the Farmville college in twenty-five
beautiful furniture which the girls
years is writen in brick and mortar, in the ever-improved curricu- SOPHOMORE MUSICAL
IS REPEATED have the privilege of using.
Established 1868
lum, in the higher standards of teaching in the public schools of
The Alumnae have more reasons
Virginia, and, most deeply of all, in the hearts of faculty-memthan ever to be proud that they gradThe Confidence of the Community
bers, alumnae and present-day students the the college he directs. On Friday night in the same audi- uated from a school like S. T. C. It
torium
at
the
same
time,
the
SophoEvery year has brought a flood of enrichening experience to him,
;
s progressive in every sense and as
and because of that experience he has somehow meant more and more Class—or a big part of it— Lhe years come it will continue t<
For Over Half a Century
gave the same Musical that every one
more to all those who know him.
and grow more beautiful. Our
Probably Dr. Jarman will remain at Farmville for the twenty enjoyed so much. No one would have build
•resident
L. Jarman tries in Finest Toilette Requisites, drugs
years of active work left to him. Were he to talk of leaving, guessed that practically the same ■very wayDr.he J.can
to place beauty
every student and every instructor would want to go with him, audience had applauded with the (fore the eyes of the
who
and Stationery
and would threaten to take the college-buildings along with them, same "vigorousness" a week before. miii' and go. Cooperatestudents
with
your
too. It is doubtful whether he could be more employed or happier It was as big a success as it was the Alma Mater by keeping in touch
anywhere else. But Jarman is capable f managing a university first time, even if the same scenery with it and showing your interest in
as readily as a teachers college. He has all the qualities demand- was used, the same people did do the
S.T.C. GIRLS:—
ed of an administrator and, in addition, he has sound judgment entertaining (except a few "last min- any way that you can.i S. T. C.
Eat and Drink
ute extras") and the same entertain- mods a large Alumnae working—
on practical affairs as almost any man in Virginia.
With Ui
give it one.
He is worth a hundred thousand dollars a year to Virginia ing as done before.
in the influence he is exerting on the teaching-profession today.
Few things as fortunate as his coming to Farmville happened to Women, women everywhere—and There, little convulsion, don't you
cry; you'll be a dance step by and by.
not a one can think.
the commonwealth in the year of grace, 1902.

KICK'S SHOE STOKE

WHITEDRUGCO.
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HARRISONBURG WINS LAST FIRST GRADE ORCHESTRA
GAME OF SEASON GIVES SPLENDID
PROGRAM
i
larmville Girls Give Excellent
Exhibition of Fight Throughout the Game

<

II
VV,

2

SOCIAL
Miss Virginia Roche, of Norfolk
was the week-end guest of Miss Edith
Lamphier. While here Miss Roche attended the Cotillion Club dance on
Saturday night.
• • *
Miss Veronica Marstellur, student
at Hollins College, spent the week
end as the guest of her Bister, MiM
Lucy Marstellar.
• ♦ *
Olivia
Staples, of RoanoKe
Miss
spent tne week-end as th«? gaest of
Miss Mebane Hunt and attended the
Cotillion Club dance on Saturday
nj»ht.

HAMPDEN SIDNEY
STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE
JONGLEURS ENTERTAIN TO HAVE EASTER HOLIDAY

As the curtain parted in chapel
Friday night the dramatic club,
Some were sick—some were teachlast Friday morning, we were greetcommonly known as the Jongleurs, of ing—some were apprenticing—others
ed by smiling rows of children who
Ilampden-Sidney, gave its annual
were just not there! But they all
composed the first grade orchestra.
play "The Creaking Chair". Although
the audience was not so large as heard about "it", before "it" had
Harrisonburg wins 27—7 victory They proudly wore gay helmets and
could be desired, those fortunate scarcely been uttered! Surely you
over Farmville in last game of season. were skillfully led by a sure enough
enough to see the performance agree aren't wondering what "it" is I Well,
The game was marked by hard, band master. At a signal the children
stood
with
their
instruments
ready
to
unanimously that the play was a here goes—in case you can't guess—
fast playing and few fouls. Our girls
success. In the way of plot, acting
deserve all praise and no criticism play their delightful tunes. One little;
"it" is Easter holiday 1 As I was
and setting it surpassed any other
for the game Saturday night, for girl sedately changed the cards which
given by that same group of perform- saying, "it" arrived very unexpectedwhere in the State could you find announced the selections. During one
ers for some time. Most of the ly the other day in chapel. Dr. Jara team that would play so hard and of the songs some of the little chilcharacters were handled with a man arose to tell us to take every
with as much spirit after a series of dren danced across the stage until it
subtle skill that delighted many of precaution concerning our health, in
defeats such as our girls have met? was hard to tell what part of the
the audience. There were too many order to check this •onrush" of "flu".
The score may have been more for program we liked best. We enjoyed
stellar roles to attempt to give ciedit When all of a sudden—we found
visiting team in figures, but S. T. C. every bit of the lovely rythmical
Misses Mar
*uerite Spencer and to any one actor but theve wire ourselves listening to an announcehas a right to be proud of her sports- program and we predict a great fu- Loulse
ture for our little first grade musiTorrence of Lynchburg were enough good parti to give a chance ment of Easter holiday. We thought
manship.
the week-end guests ot Miss Mary to show some good bit of ability.
cians.
if we got any holiday, it would be
There were no outstanding plays
Tucker. Both Misses Spencer and
between terms," but Dr. Jarman
IT players, each girl filling her place
Miss Evelyn Dulaney with. Mr. ".irrence attended the Cotliioi Club
assured us from the very first, that
and doing her part to roll up the
NEW FURNITURE
dance.
Christian
Ninienber.
we need not worry over "between
score. Harrisonburg's floor work was
* • •
Miss Virginia Boxley wi'h Mr.
In different parts of tne building t terms holiday," because it was not
unusually good and receievd much
Misses Irene BriggS, Virginia i we find new furniture. We like '.'. coming.
Tommy Tompson.
prai-e.
Cowherd, Mary Alice Blauton and We are proud of it, and we want to
The "it" that was to come, was
When we count the scores, this has
Miss Sara Cross with Mr. Sam
Margaret Leonard of Richrro.id spent continue having it. Our ohs! and ahs! Easter holiday instead, and everyprobably been the worst year S. T. Nussman.
the week-end with friends and at( has ever had. But if we look deepMiss Anne Feree with Mr. Irving tended the Cotillion Club da ice on are heard on all occasion! and at j body was much thrilled over "it."
any time a new table, chair or even And after all, "it" is going to be
er and farther it is the most success- Jordan.
Saturda." • lght.
vase is added to beautify our college best, because everybody who has holiful, for this year has been an outMiss Katherine Hatch with Mr.
* * *
buildings. However, it is not only (day) is at home Easter,—who's at
standing DM in sportsmanship both Arthur Farrar.
Miss Margaret McCarrirk >r Nor. the ohing! and ahing! that we must home now'.' Then, too, Dr. Jarman
from the team and student body.
Miss Elizabeth Hargrave with Mr. folk was the week-end gut-Kt of
have if we are to get our lovely would not have given "it" to us, had
The line-up for the game was:
James Hargrave.
Missel
Sue
Sebrell
and
Frar.cea
Wilfurniture from time to time. Not one he not known that "it" was best.
Farmville
Harrisonburg
Miss Cornelia Hangar with Mr. lis.
of
us is willing to be thought of as I have been looking forward to "it",
Holland
F
Gladstone Mike Steck.
* * •
anything
other than a college stu- ever since I heard "it", and I am
Hardy
F
Smith
Miss Margaret Jordan with Mr.
Mrs. Jesse I Overbey and Miss dent, yet there are many times when equally sure that the whole student
Jones (J.)
J. C.
Quisenberry Thomas Andrews.
Edith Overbey of Chatham spent
Nickell
Palmer
S. C.
Miss Jeanette Johnson with Mr Sunday with Misses Lucy ilade Ov we forget the dignity that is ours body is. We all appreciate "it" and
as such. Perhaps we haven't realized are going to "cooperate" with Dr.
Gary
Cockerill Joe Rucker.
G.
erbey
and
Blanche
Overbej.
that the new settee will stay new Jarman—and everyone concerned—
Miller
Hatchett
0,
* » •
Miss Anne Griswold Mclntosh with
much longer if we keen our feet on so that we can make "it" the best
Substitutions White for Hatchett. Mr. Peter Paul Davidson.
Miss Helen Jones had as her guests the floor; that the arms of the chair- holiday we ever had—and be back at
Miss Katherine Owen with Mr. Rob- for the week-end her sister, Miss
will stay where they belong if wo re- S. T. C. "right on the dot."
ert Nance.
COTILLION (LIB HAS
Frances Jones of Charlottesville and frain from sitting on them. FurtherBEST DANCE OF SEASON Miss Helen Shields with Mr. Watte.' Miss Katherine Thompson of Cuv more if we are moving things it realPROM GIRL'S ALPHABET
Putney.
ington.
ly
doesn't
help
the
furniture
any
to
* * *
Miss Mildred Smith with Mr. I
The arrival of telegrams, specials,
knock it in first one place and then A ia the answer that says she will
trains, people on the trains, automo- Jordan Friedreck.
Miss Margurerite Swann of Vir- another,
we
seemingly
haven't
come.
biles, the people in them, week-end
Miss Frances Taylor with Mr. S ginia Beach spent Saturday and Sun- thought—all we and is a statute and
B is her baggage which always ia
bags, ha! boxes, shrieks and shouted Palmer,
day as the guest of Miss Margaret that will certainly act as a stopper
some.
greetings marked the day of Marco
Mss Helen Shields with Mr. Walter Jordan.
in this case.
C ia the chaperone who hunts for
VI at S. T. ('. The night was mark- Putney.
REORGANIZATION OF
the bad.
Misses Mary Creecy and Fannie
ed down in the S. T. C. history of
Miss Alice Thomas wth Mr. MofLITERARY SOCIETIES D ia the word that ahe saya when
May Halstead of Norfolk were the
1026 1927 b) the Cotillion Club dance fett Bowman.
she's mad.
week-end
visitors of Miss Margaret
given in the Recreation Hall by the
Miss Barbara Willcox with Mr. L.
A joint meeting of all sit of the E is the egg she always turns down.
Barham.
members of the Club. The dance is R. Curry.
literary societies was held sometime F is the fish who keeps hanging
* * *
an annual BVenl here attended by
ago to discuss how they could bettrr
Miss Phyllis Wood with Mr. Elmo
around.
Miss Doris Chapman of Norfolk serve their purpose in this school.
both old and present members of the
Goodwin.
G is the gag she tries on them all.
spent Saturday and Sunday as the The members of the sgeiotiu realized
Cotillion Club and their fiiends as
U ia the high ball that started her
Mr.
Miss
Alice
Wimbish
with
guest of Miss Beulah Jarvis.
guests. It la a much anticipated
that
six
was
too
large
a
number,
and
fall.
• * ♦
affair and thil year it proved parti- Buck Jordan.
after discussion "pro" and "con" it 11 is the essential word of her speech
Miss Helen Willcox with Mr.
Miss Charlotte Baxter had as her was recommend that two oisj literary
cularly good.
ia your "jack"—put it out of her
Singleton
Broaddus.
guest for the Cotillion Club dance societies be organized, in rder to J
The Recreati in Hall was decorated
reach.
beautifull) in pastel shades which,
Miss Mildred Smith with Mr. Dab- Miss Florence Joyner of Petersburg. do this the names of the member
K ia the kick that belongs in her gin
•
•
•
with the addition of the many col- ney Jarman.
of all the literary soci -'.ios are to b(
Miss Polly Riddle of Norfolk spent listed alphalbetioally, the "odds" L ia the line that goea out for your
ored dreaaea of the girls, made a loveMiss Louise Craft with Mr. Freepin.
the week-end with her sister Miss forming one society and the "evens"
ly scene. And while one's sense of an Daniels.
M
ia
the mash ahe has for your
Bessie Meade Riddle and attended another. Other plans are being form
beauty v as being satisfied, one's
Miss Frances Willis with Mr.
friend.
the dance on Saturday night.
Miise at taitfl was delighted with the Bain Walker.
ulated which will be anounced at a N ia the no that you get in the end.
* • *
delicioua punch which WSJ served.
later date. It is hopod i.hat th•• lit
Miss Skinny Watkins with Mr.
Miss Bruce Boxley of Orange erary societies will take their rignt- O is the oath that slips out by misBut of course, ■ danc* musi have
take (?)
spent Saturday and Sunday as the | ful lace among schoo' organizations
an orchestra and the one which help- Harry Miles.
P
is
the promise she gets you to
Miss Harriet Booker with Mr. Ce- guest of her sister Miss Virginia i and mean more to the members aid
ed U) make this dame a complete
make.
Boxley and attended the Cotillion the college than they have ever mean-,
success was Kike Kayser'< orchestra cil Jones.
Q is the question. "Dick, Jack or
Miss Mary Tucker with Mr. Burn- Club dance on Saturday night.
from Chapel Hill. North Carolina.
before.
Bill?"
♦
•
•
The chaperonea were Dr. and Mrs. ette, Rock Mount, N. C.
R
is
the reason for picking out Will.
Miss Alice Thomas of Roanoke rej. L. Jarman, Kiss Mary White Cox,
Miss Edith Asher with Mr. Cy
S is her smokes that make nightGIFT
turned Sunday to her home after
Dr. and Mrs. J. E. Walmsley, Mr. As her.
time sublime.
spending the we»k.erd a« tlo gm si
and Mrs. M. I>. CoynST, Mrs. James
Miss Margaret Draper with Mr. f
I have an unseen gift tot you—
T is the old "had a wonderful time."
n Miss Annie Grir', MrfntO- ■•
K. Laing and Miss Myrtle Crenels. Walter Robertson.
For years, my dear, I'.e known
U is the us, "just us two, don't you
*
*
♦
Those who attended the dance and
That
some day it would ,'■> to o..e
see?"
Miss Virginia Vincent with Mr.
Miss Helen Shields of Ronurte Who'd love it as hs ovn
their escorts were, as follows:
V
ia
the victim, "You're right boy,
Charles Harding.
spent Saturday an I Sunday a.-' the
Miss Mel.ane Hunt wth Mr. Henry
that'a me."
Miss Eleanor Zacharias with Mr. guest of Miss Margaret Jordan.
I've kept it pure, clo.-.e in my heart W ia the wool ahe pulla over your
• afcell, Jr.
.11niin e Ayers.
* * *
Guarded—but now what bliss
Miss Louise Foster with Mr. Bruce
eyea.
Miss Mary Turnbull with Mr. Bill
Misses
Elizabeth
Thomas
and
KaTo
give
my
gift
of
love
to
you
X
is
the 'xcuse for her sobs and her
Hunt.
Harding.
therine
Doughtie
of
Norclk
were
And
seal
it
with
a
kiss!
sighs.
Miss Margaret Mackasey with Mr.
Miss Spottswood) Wimbish with week-end guests of Miss Anna Bur—Julia K. Wilw Y is her yarn as she strings you
Burton Dechart.
Mr. Cabel Phillips.
gess and attended the Cotillion Club
along.
Miss Marion Crimes with Mr.
Him: "You look like a sensible girl, Z ia the zoo where ahe says you bedance on Saturday night.
Miss
Dorothy
Myers
with
Mr.
Charles Kinchloe.
♦
•
•
let's get married."
long.
Miai Elisabeth Scott with Mr. Ridley Alexander.
Her: "Nothing doing—I'm just as
Misses
Anne
Oakey
and
Lucille
Miss
Frances
Jones
with
Mr.
MorMiles Harden.
A college is a human hothouse speBarnett* of Salem and Miss Mary sensible as I look."
Miss Peggy Harbam with Mr. Ster- gan Trimyer.
Turnbull of Richmond spent the
cializing in the sheltered rearing of
ling Acra.
Alwyn
to
Dot:
"I
wish
we
were
persons who would be normal of they
week-end
as
the
guest
of
Miss
VirA
motto
for
motorists:
Say
it
with
Miss Carroll Cromwell with Mi.
were
left alone.
ginia
Vincent
twins
so
we
could
play
bridge."
brakes and save one the flowers.
Holmes Reinhart.
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'NOT A GREEN WILLOW"

MARRIAGES

Not a green willow, veiled to hide her
weeping,
Not a shiny aspen, trembling and
afraid,
Not a white birch tree, beautiful and
lonely—
Let none of these be planted at my
head,
I would forget, when I at last am
sleeping,
All that there are mourning in solitude and tears,
I would have done with memory,a nd
it only
But in hushed peace throughout the
waning years.
Give me an oak, by bitter storms unriven,
Earth-rooted deep, but striving towards the stars,
Fearless and tender, in the gray dust
wearing
Shadowy cloaks to cover ancient
scars.
There let me lie, and know that death
has given
All that I sought and never found
in lifeStrength for a shelter, solace for long
grieving,
Rest after labor, quiet after strife.
J Johnson, Alumnae

This list includes those who have
been married recently and also those
whose married names we are just
hearing about. The next time you are
married won't you please send us an
announcement so we can keep our
records to date?
Charlotte Anderson '23 is now
Mrs. Eaton. She lives in Detroit.
Mary Baber '23 to Mr. Junius W.
Ellett, of Pocahontas, Va. Mr. Ellett
attended University of Richmond and
is a member of P. K. A. fraternity.
Gilllette Bagby '11 is Mrs. Vaughan.
She is living in Stevensville.
Grace Bailey '28 to Dr. Gilmer G.
Holland, of Holand, Va.
Charlotte Ba rd '20 Mr. Gsorgfl B.
Ferrebee, Jr., of Norfolk.
Grace Bargnmin '21 Mr. Walter
F. Bohannon.

GIRLS IN SCHOOL WHOSE
SISTERS ARE ALUMNAE
Nellie Cower
Arnald Barrett
Ida Wells

Helen A. Cower
Mabel Barrett
Addie M. Wells
Edith Wells
Mary Lee Wells
Thelma Williams
Frances Williams
Wilma Williams
Louise Rothrock Elizabeth Rothrock
Helen Costan
Angeline Costan
Louise McCormick
Eleanor McCormick
Florence Cleaton
Mary D. Cleaton
Eloise Chappell
Myrtle Chappell
Lucilo Chappell
Jeanette Morris
Mildred Morris
Katherine Ward
Evelyn Ward
Sallie Carter
Bettie Carter
Gladys Giddens
Katie Giddens
Madeline Hill
Ida Hill
Dama Hill
Katharne Womack
Mary Womack
Ida B. Womack
Sara Spiers
Alma Lee Spiers
Penlope Murdock
Katherine Murdock
Alice Hay
Helen Hay
Mary Hay
Florence Corinne
Mary E. Gallup
Elsie Micheaux
Byrd Micheaux
Frances Micheaux
Yates Crowder
Edna Crowder
Catherine Crowder
Bessie M. Riddle
Catherine Riddlle
Polly Riddle
Agnes Trotter
Lovell Trotter
Virginia Trotter
Frances Woodhouse Virginia Woodhouse

GIRLS IN SCHOOL WHOSE
MOTHERS ARE ALUMNAE
Katherine Ward
Annie Smitherson
Katherine Davis
Helen Percival
Sallie Carter
Kate Oveiton
Elizabeth Truitt
Laura Van Ness
Elizabeth Eichelberger Emma LeCato
Jeanette Morris
Hattie O'Mel
Eloise Chappell
Janie Staples

DISILLUSIONMENT
Carefully, slowly, I picked a flower;
Carefully and tenderly I held it dear,
But as it bloomed,
I found my flower
Dead in the sunshine,
Wet by a tear.
Frances Willis

H

^

WHAT OUR ALUMNAE
Just one Block From Campus
ARE DOING AT PRESENT

The following alumnae arc teaching in Norfolk: Altie Chappell. Virgina Hall, Ruth Winn, Wilba Williams, Grace Dickerson, Margaret
Moore, Jean West, Kathleen Morgan, i
Elizabeth Diehl, Emily Calcott, Margaret Fuller, Mildred Amory, Ellen
Moses, Rose Powell, Helen Cohen, i
Mable Patterson, and Polly Riddle.
The following are teaching in
Portsmouth: Lois Williams, Carrie;
Spradlin, Pauline Timberlake, Audrey Chewning, May Horton, Kather-!
ine Timberlake, Laura Holmes, Isabel
Bilisoly, Sue Roper, Miriam Robinson, Grace Moormaw, an Stewart,
Elizabeth Dowry, Rosalie Weise, Portia Spencer, Gertrude Bain, Mary
Louise Deans, Alee Ponton, Nettie
McNutty, Hattie Ponton, and Max- ,
Elizabeth Barrow '25 to Mr. T. ine Lucas.
Clifton McDowell, Alberta, Va.
Miss Virginia Bain of 'IK, after;
Louise Bates '24 to Mr. Robert N. visiting her sister, Mrs. Gordon ;
Woodall, Lynchburg.
Lightner (Amelia Bain '16) in \
Frances Beadles '24 to Mr. William Hawaii, has returned to her home in |
Albert Cook, Bristol, Tenn.
Portsmouth and is teachng there.
Elizabeth Bowden '24 to Mr. CarThe following alumnae are now \
rington Gait.
'.eaehing
in Kenbridge: Louise MitchMaybelle Brooks '1H to Mr. J. L.
ell, Mrs. C. H. Crowder (Lizzie HawEarly, Sarasota, Florida.
Bessie Bucher '14 to Mr. Wm. I). thorne), Agnes Cary, Anna Allen
and Ida Hill.
Pike, New York City.
Rosa Lee Maddux is teaching near
Clara Burch to Mr. Eugene Reid,
Keysville.
Russelvlle, Ala.
Rebecca Burgess '25 to Mr. Hollis Gladys Moses is teaching in Chester. I
Julia Stover is teaching in Oxford,
Hill of the Navy.
N.
C.
Marion Jessie Byrd '24 to Mr.
Mildred
Ragsdale is teaching in
Derby, of Portsmouth.
Kitty Carroll '23 to Mr. Robert Powhatan.
Alice R. Boisseau is teaching in
Blair Price, formerly of Farmville,
''ypress
Chapel.
but now living in Ohio.
Katherine
Crowder is teachng in
Mary Ethel Cleek '14 to Mr. Ira
T. Ritenour, an alumnus of W. and L. DeWitt.
Lucy E. Boisseau is teaching in
and now engaged in extensive wheat
'ypress
Chapel.
growing in Conrad Montana.
Odelle Snead is teaching in VicLell Cox '18 to Mr. John Goodwin.
:oria.
Jr., Isle of Wight, Va.
Mildred Folston is teaching in New
Frances Clarke '26 to Mr. Roy W.
Sexton. Frances is teaching at Sel- York.
Willie Cross Riddick is teaching in
ma, N. C, and Mr. Sexton is continuHolland.
ing his studies at V M. I.
Agnes Riddick is teaching in CypVernah Bell Collie '18 to Mr. W.
ess
Chapel.
F. Williams, Cobbs Creek, Va.
Sadie
Bradshaw is teaching near
Derilda Elizabeth Crowe '25 to
Suffolk.
Mr. John R. White, Roanoke, Va.
Mary French Day '05 to Mr. Jesse Louise Dix is teaching in Stevenson.
Pearl Phibbs is teaching in PetersA. Parker, Wantagh, Ixmg Island,
burg.
N. Y.
Jessie Bennett is teaching in DanCornelia Diggs '18 to Mr. Walter
ville.
A. Sneed, Hampton, Va.
Clara Anthony is teaching in DanArah Easterday '18 to Mr. John
ville.
D. Dishman, Pocahontas, Va.
Gladys Poe is teaching in Danville.
Elizabeth Ewald '15 to Mr. ClarRuth Campbell is teaching in Culence Lively, Portsmouth, Va.
Lucie Marie Farrar '23 to Mr. peper.
Virginia Tinsley is teaching in
P. H. Bradshaw, Rocky Mount, N. C.
Mitchel.
Juliette Ford, '20 to Mr. John W.
Bertha Spradlin is teaching in
Brooks, Lynchburg, Va.
Annie Sue Fulton '16 to Mr. J. Danville.
Frances Jones is teaching in CharMyron Clark, Stuart, Va.
lottesville.
Fances Gannaway '20 to Mr. Wm.
Bermia Bowie is teaching in AlexA. Moon, Miami, Florida.
andria.
Betty Green *20 to Mr. S. D. Craig,
Fernell Patlow is teaching in ShenPetersburg, Va.
Mary Grice Hall '26 to Mr. Herbert andoah.
Thelma Thomas is teaching in
L. Duff, Newsoms, Va.
Alexandria.
Winifred Healey '24 to Mr. Andrew
Mrs. Herald G. Brown, formerly
T. Canada of Roanoke, Va.
Rube Heatwole '23 to Mr. Wm. R. Helen Miller is living in in Culpeper.
Thelma Woofolk is teaching in
Jennings, Johnson City, Tenn.
Spartan.
Mary Tony is teaching in
Sara Hughes '21 to Mr. Wm. C.
Hanover Court House.
Revercomb, Charleston, W. Va.
Floyd Farer is teaching in RingAnn Jester '24 to Mr. Clement S.
gold.
Pipping, Harrisburg, Pa.
Susie Watson is teaching in Cullen.
Nell E. Jones '23 to Mr. Robert A.
Nancy Huyett is librarian in New
Hicks, Port Royal, Va.
York.
Mary Kibler '25 to Mr. Walter M.
Mrs. George Wilmon, formerly
Welch, Friendsville, Md.
Isabel Kinenar '19 to Mr. Buckley Mary Quarles lives in Akron, Ohio.
Dorothy Leach is teaching in AshS. Griffin, Washington, D. C.
land.
Geneva Lionberger '26 to Mr. 0. F.
Mrs. Robert Gillespie, formerly
Blackwelder, Baltimore, Md.
Sallie
May Gray, is now living in
Bessie Marshall '12 to Mr. Richard
Ohio.
Messer, Richmond, Va.
Jean Mitchell is teaching in PeMable Mays '24 to Mr. John E.
tersburg.
Scott, Craddock, Va.
(Continued on l*at page)
Continued on last page

(.. P. BUTCHER 10.
THE CONVENIENT STORE
For Good Things to Eat
And Drink

MILLINERY
Up-to-the-Minute Styles
And Creations Always
On Display
MRS. CRENSHAWS

328 MAIN STREET
| Portraits: All Sizes and Styles.
School Work a Specialty.
Amateur Work Finished.
"Satisfied Customers'*
Our Motto:

SCHEMMEL

328 Main Street

ARE YOU
HUNGRY?
Go Across The Street

C; I I.I.I AM'
FOR EATS OF
ALL KINDS

CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
Affiliated With S. T. C. Sines 1907
Gives Instruction In—

Piano, Vocal, Theory, Harmony, Aesthetics, Etc.
REASONABLE TUITION RATES

Announcing
SPRING'S FIRST SHOWING
OF
COATS, DRESSES
and.SHOES
For Every Occasion
WE INVITE YOUR INSPECTION

DAVIDSON'S
The House of Quality
Farmville's Largest and Most Progressive Store

Spring ~
—gaily demonstrates "newess" in woman's apparel. Tis
truly said of spring, "the season of rebirth." And each new
thing from the tiniest leaf of new green, is an influence of
the mode.

DISPLAYING
Dresses
Coats
Suits
Hosiery
Millinery
Slippers
Lingere etc.
AT POPULAR PRICES

BALDWINS
FARMVILLE, VA.
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WHAl ALLALNALAUEDOIV. TOTAL CONTRIBUTIONS
GIVEN FJUNDERS DAi

MA Kit I iGLS

Continued from page threw
8100.00
Maria Meredith '21 to Mr. Alfred
8150.00 W. Turner, Ashland, Va.
8500.00
Katherine Montague '25 to Mr.
$400.00 Clarke T. Cooper, Winchester, Va.
Mary Wood '14 to Mr. Richard S.
Total from classes
$1150.00 Randolph, Richmond, Va.
1926 Degree Class
$94.00
Mollie Moore '17 to Mr. John
Farmville Alumnae Chapter 8240.00 Clarke Bondurant, Farmville, Va.
Lynchburg Alumnae Chapter 825.00
Frances Morton '23 to Mr. Baxter
Staunton Alumnae Chapter
833.00 Brckhouse, Fentress, Va.
Norfolk
$32.00
Harriet Munoz to Mr. Charles A.
Faculty
8400.00 Riddle, Washington, D. C.
Woman's Club
$25.00
Bettie Murfee to (Rev.) Dr. T.
Junior Woman's Club
$15.00 Bronson Ray. Bettie is also an alumDramatic Club
8200.00 na of W. & M. Her husband is secreMonogram Club
850.00 tary of the foreign mission board oi I
Eastern Shore Club
$25.00 the Baptist church in Richmond.
Debating Club
$10.00
Mary Peele '17 to Mr. J. F. Little,
bridge.
French
Circle
$14.00
Norfolk,
Va.
- Rush and Kathleen Saville
Phi
Kappa
Omega
Sorority
825.00
Ellen
Peters
'23 to Mr. Norman
are at Teachers College, Columbia
Southwest
Virginia
Club
$5.00
If. Bolton, Fincastle, Va.
University) this sssion.
Lunenburg
Club
$5.00
Jessie Pitland '23 to Mr. John |
Carrie Sutherlin was granted her
"Chi"
$5.00
Howard Brooks.
M. A. at Columbia last June and has
$410.00
Mary Ponton '19 to Mr. Thomas
resumed her position in the English Pan-Hellenic Association
High
School
Athletic
Club
$10.00
Webb,
Portsmouth, Va.
Department at the College.
By
mail
$359.00
Sarah
Porter '21 to Mr. John C.
Elizabeth Bugg and Mary Vaughan
Amount
paid
in
since
last
FoundBussey, Portsmouth, Va.
of the degree girls of '26 are now
ers
Day,
1926
$9,969.56
Hettie Richardson '21 to Mr. John
members of the faculty. Elizabeth
G.
Ellis, Ashland, Va.
is assistant in Nature study and
ENJOYABLE
PROGRAM
Josephine Rollins, '18 to Mr. Wm.
Geography and Mary is in the deON
FOUNDERS
DAY
'vetch,
Covington, Va.
partment of Music.
Elizabeth
Rothrock '24 to Mr.
Anne Meredith is now a member
(Continued
from
page
one)
Gerald R. Blount, Raleigh, N. C.
of our Mathematics department.
Christine Shields '22 to Mr. R. V.
Rage Trent is teaching in the was a solo by Miss Alma Smith accompanied,
on
the
piano,
by
Miss
Speck,
Paducah, Ky.
School for the Blind at Gooding,
Alice H. Smith, '16 to Mr. H. M.
Nancy Denit
Idaho.
Kate Trent is critic teacher in the Immediately following Miss Smith'? Starke, Jr., Richmond, Va.
Florence E. Smith '17 to Mr. Jeasi<
second grade at the college at Fred- vocal selection, Miss Lulu 0. Andrews
of
Charlottesville,
former
Tucker, Norton, Va.
ericksburg.
member
of
our
faculty
gave
a
brief
Mary Meade Southall '20 to Mr.
Rosa Maria Maldanado is teaching
but
beautiful
appreciation
of
Dr.
G.
E. Borron, Richmond, Va.
Spanish in the college of St. Rose,
Jarman's
administration
during
the
Elizabeth
Steger '23 to Mr. G. H.
Albany, N. Y.
last twenty-five years. Miss Andrews Driscoll, Easterville, Va.
Bessie Gordon Jones is supervisor
brought out the fine character of our
Belle Sterling, '10 to Mr. Dale
of the rural training school at Rice.
leader, how he has met face to face, Norfolk, Va.
I.essie Lea is working on her
every issue which has confronted
Anna Belle Treakle '22 to Mr. W.
master's degree at Peabody.
him, never once turning his back up- T. James, Jr., Fredericksburg, Va.
Lillian Minor, Georgianna Stephenon the situation, to his high ideals,
Gladys Tucker '17 to Mr. R. B.
son, Dreama Chambers, Lucy Davis,
to his confidence in people and to Rollins, Charleston, W. Va.
Ethel LaBoyteaux, Ella Hammock,
his keen insight into the future. Miss
Virginia Venable '23 to Mr
Mary Savedge and Ethel Rhodes are
Andrews attributed the fact that Lyttleton Waddell, Charlottesville
former students who returned to
from the moment of his arrival at Va.
school this year to continue work on
S. T. C. things began to happen and
Mary Tidewell to Mr. Guy C. Sumtheir degrees.
have continued to happen during the mers, Roanoke, Va.
Lucy Irving, after being at home
entire twenty-five years that he has
Agnes Margurite Carroll to Mr.
in Farmville for a year has returned
directed the affairs of our college. The T. D. Cannion, St. Louis, Mo.
to Porto Rico.
expression of the desire that the fuKathleen Riley '98 to Mr. CharlesAt a meeting of the Mission Board
ture may hold as much for him as the E. Gage, Falls Church, Va.
of the Methodist Church, South, held
past has held and that he may conin Nashville, twenty-three young wotinue to be an "opener of doors" con- Give a little, live a little, try a little
men were accepted for missionary
cluded the delightful talk in which
mirth;
work. One of them was our Ruth
Miss Andrews expressed what was in Sing a little, bring a little happinesr
Bartholomew.
the minds and hearts of all who know
to earth.
Elizabeth Jarratt has been made Dr. Jarman.
Pray a little play a little, be a litth
elementary superintendent for the
Miss Louise Brewer read an ediglad;
Virginia Methodist Conference Sun- toral which appeared in the Richmond Rest a little, jest a little if the heart
day school board.
She has taken News Leader for March 6 in which
is sad.
courses at Columbia University and the splendid character and work of Spend a little, send a little to another
at the University of Virginia. She Jarman vere praised.
door:
also It a gold seal graduate of the
Miss Elizabeth Hairston then ren- Give a little, live a little, love a little
standard training course.
dred a piano solo after which Dr.
more.
While traveling in a passenger Jarman talked for several minutes
airplane from Paris to London last upon what he expected to accomplish ALUMNAE ENTERTAINED
summer, Victoria and Mildred Vaiden in the years that are to be. He conwere slightly injured when the pilot cluded the evening's program by
On March 5, a tea was given in
was attempting to make a forced saying that if he should continue to the Lounge of the Student Building
landing on account of fog. The ac- feel as he did on that night that he from 4 to 6 by the Farmville alum
cident occurred near Folkstone, Eng- should be here for another twenty, nae for all of the visiting alumnae.
land.
five years.
About one hundred of the visiting
Flementine Pierce enjoyed a trip
alumnae were served. A color scheme
Marie Sutton, president, Katie
in Russia last summer.
of pink and yellow was carried out.
Porter 2nd vice-president and Ger- ,
.
~.
,
,
assisting in serving were:
Ethel and Bee LaBoyteax are plan- trude Quinn, secretary-treasurer of Those
...
.... . ...
,,
.
., ... .
Miss Winnie Hiner, Mrs. I.aing, u
Mrs
ning to travel abroad this summer.
the Kindergarten-primary group.
S.
Watkins,
Miss
Bugg,
Mrs.
Smitl
Miss Marguerite Wilson '04, prinMiss Welhelmina London, presiand Mrs. Cocks.
cipal of Jackson School, Mrs. Ann dent of the English section.
Wilkinson Cox, supervisor of writing,
Lottie Thorpe, president Health
DEATHS
and Miss Bessie Barclay, supervisor and Physical Education.
of drawing in the Newport News
Zaidee Smith, president of the
It is with deep regret that wi
schools, recently spent a week-end at History Teachers' section.
record the following names of those
school, guestl of Miss Mary White
Miss Lila London, secretary-treas- of our number who have passed awa\
Cox and Miss Mary B. Haynes.
urer of the Mathematics section.
Mrs. Sudie Marable Scales
Farmville is well represented in
Mrs. Ann Wilkinson Cox, second
Martha Hoy
the various sections of the Virginia vice-president of the Writing section.
Mrs. Lucy Bidgood Fleming
State Teachers Association.
Dr.
Reva Graves of Lynchburg had an Mrs. Edna Lorena Minton Blakemore
Jarman was president of Colleges and artcle published in the February isVirginia Anderson
Secondary Schools.
sue of the Normal Instructor.
Eles Everett
Continued from page three
Louise Branch is teaching at
Richmond.
Sallie Hardy is teaching in Wise
County.
Katherine Murdock is teaching at
Chester.
Mamie Ayers is teaching in Franklin.
Kate Trent is supervisor at Fredrricksburg.
Gertrude Quinn is teaching in Roanoke.
Helen McIIenry is teaching at Natural Bridge.
Mrs. Charlie Hawthorne, formerly Eva A ruin, lives at Kenbridge.g
Ks>therine Cary is teaching in Ken-

Seniors
Juniors
Sophomores
Freshman

CT/he Talk of the School
.About Our Dresses

Now on Sale
95

$9. Afo $12.

98

Values up to $25.00
Many girls bought two and three
dresses at a time. There is a reason.
Don't Fail to Get Yours
Qreenberq's Dept. Store
Farmuille's Hemest and Lowest Priced Store
—JtLlDAlJS RELIABLE—

See Us For Your
STATIONERY
Sorority and Schol Seals
In Many
: Attractive Styles and Colors :
Samples Shown By
Eleanor Bennett, Lucy Haile Overbty
S. B. 23
S. B. 18
Agenti For
FARMVILLE HERALD PRINTING Co.

Continental motel
J. O. Hardaway, Prop.

American or European Plan
REASONABLE RATES

New, Modern and Up-to-date
COFFEE SHOP
Our Motto:

Comfort

Food

Service

WEYANOKE

SHANNON'S

BEAUTY SHOP
Ladies and Children Only

Headquarters For
S. T. C. GIRLS

REAL BEAUTY FOR
S. T. C. GIRLS
Hotel Weyanoke Basement

Good Things
To Eat

At The Eaco Next Week
MON.—Greta Garbo, Antonio Moreno and Lionel Ban yinuic in "THE
TEMPTRESS. A big special production from the story by Vincente Blasio
Tbanez.
A brilliant and romantic story that flashes across the world from
the wilderness of South America to the gilded capitals of the continent,
where beauty and wealth flirt madly in the drama of life. Tis picture is
playing to packed houses whereever shown. You should not miss it! Also
Pathe News. Mat at 4 o'clock.
TUES.—Buck Jones in "THE FLi'ING HORSEMAN.-' This is a sixty
mile an hour, thrill a minute, laugh a second Western drama that will keep
you on the edge of your seat. This is an unusually good Jones Picture just
packed with action and thrills. Also good comedy.
WED. & THURS.—Rudolph Valentino and Alice Terry with a great
supporting cast in Ibanez' THE FOUR HORSEMEN OF THE APOCALPSE". There were more requests from the public for the reissuing of this
picture than for any other picture ever produced and everywhere it is now
showing to packed houses. It has been shown here before but most of those
who have seen it will want to see it again. This is the greatest picture of
ihe greatest lover of the screen. It is not likely that you will ever have an
opportunity to see Valentino again on the screen. The critics consider this
The wonder picture of all time. Do not allow the opportunity to slip by
without seeing the picture. Comedy each day. Mat. each day at 4 o'clock.
FRI. & SAT.—Richard Dix and Esther Ralston in WOMANHANDLED
a Paramount picture from the Saturday Evening Post story by Arthur
Stringer, (the answer to "Manhandled") He said he was a real he-man from
.he West—and she called his bluff. The critics said about this picture, "A
breezy comedy-drama, the kind that make one laugh heartily from the beginning almost to the end. Good for any theatre." This means that the picture will please nearly one hundred percent of those who see it. Also good
comedy. Mat. each day at 4 o'clock.
S. T. C. Admission prices Mon. Mat. and night 36c. Other shows 25c

ft
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Very soon he began that intensive help.from his co-workers. But it was dents who speak through me tonight
cultivation which hat hi ought til hia leadership that draw it out in with unabated love and loyalty, prny
paas abundant frniti w< now see. directing every effort toward one to Providence for as many of thee
And how faacina.-ing it WttC to W*'ch great end. There are plenty wro years as possible. And l.owever, short
everything outgr•• v iis old bounds, know to direct others, but are unab'e or long may be the time, ali of us
1
and demand more and more space for to lead them. Their one no ion of c- are sure that he will continue to ''e
the vigorous push of expanding life operation is for everybody to get to- greatly distinguished for growing
lottesville, Praises Our
"<- H« ha- ,v"ni ,h;i flr»J« t™».
a c,ear lnit truly num,, e falth m We have but to I OK about
i.s tr. gether and do exactly is they a.-e and for building; that he will conPresident
'
""
himself and his ideal.--, and has show:: measure the results
Three blocks told. The have no evperience with tinue to treat the ta'cits entrusted
J
l! Is a sincere pleasure and honor B quiet hut unfaltering purpose I i now, filled with n>:.nv new bu l ;ings,: and very little aptitude foi the mor to him as if he "owed then, not owrto have a -hare in BUCD a happy and give hia plans and dreams worth] and all that remains •• i.c old com democratic idea of cooperation as it ed them;" that he wil' continue to
This includes the fulfillment of a established by equal contributive e^ have a reverent sense of his responsisignificant event aa this celebration Md lasting shape
of Founder, Day. Tin members of: Such modesty and t\-:h were not lovely dream—the ,ew Si dent Build j fort, making use of oil differences in blity for the just and righteous use
of his power as an executive; that he
the program committe*
have my born of themselves. We should be ing, a place of rich service and of talent and of all diverse vews.
r
grateful thanks for the part they gravely remiss if we failed to trace most satisfying bi autv Two dreams, i Many of our colleges have, in e will ever be "an opener of doors for
ha
gned to me. It is always a these controlling characteristics to we might say, since the fire ma le fett' a monarchial or aristocrats such as come after."
delightful privilege to pay honor to their real source. Almost coincident necessary the charming new dining form of organization. M my are drected by men accustomed to a high DANSANTE ENJOYED
Whom honor is due," but it was never with our early discov ry of these room wing.
a more congenial undertaking than traits was our eonvictlcn that here
Dr. Jarman told m- at dinner this individualism in the management of
SATURDAY AFTERNOON
a
affairs
now. when I am asked to speak in *»■
man who could be trusted to evening, when I qpol:e in admiration '
- unaccustomed to confer, or
appreciation of Dr. Jarman'i serv the utmost, a man who had learned of fhe beautiful dim.or room, '1 to give reasons for what they do,From the stir and bustle and the
ices to this college during his twenty that hard thing described by Enter planned this building on ihe Sunday men who have made too much of the subdued excitement that pervaded the
live wars as president My only shad- ■<» " "be,nK simPle enough to bt following the fire on .^ iturday." I power of dictation and rcitiaint, and college Saturday anyone c. Id have
ow Of regret .onus from my know- food." A little story tha I love will could but think that holy day mu-t not enough of sympathetic guidance f nvstei big things in store. And Hg
ledge of the embarratfing and uncom- illustrate my meaning. It is the ac account for the for the place ami and genuine cooperation.
things there were, too, for Kike
To me, personally, the most ur Kayser was playing from three to six
fortable quarter of an hour it will count of an apple tree at the foot of serenity, the repose r*^d dignity of
give this modest man to n.ar himself a r(H'k>' hillside orchard in Vermont, that impressive room. I am happily usual and distinguished tiling about under the auspices of the German
and bis work openly appraised.
Even in the driest season, when aL ; certain, indeed, th,' ore of the great- Dr> Jarman is that ha has never *ct Club of Hampden-Sidney, for a danother
Dr. .human is not at all aware of \
trees failed, this one continueo | est gifts of the president! during all' attempted to practice "the way Of
of sante. The fact that "Kike" was
to dro
its
Caesar"
in
education.
He
has
shown
what I am about to do. 'J he topic on :
P
glowing fruit over the this growth has bee-' his exquisite
playing would have given proof alone
the program is purposeful camou- "tone wall into the dusty highway to I taste. If "beauty born of murmur- us that the only way to make au- that the affair was a success, but addRage, designed to cover up a secret, delight the wayfarer. A careful study ing sound" can pass inte a face, wc thority safe is to ma!-t '.'. righteous. ed to that the fact that there were
The love of power Is no doubt nat- pretty girls and graceful dancers assueh a mystery as one must always of the tree and its surroundings at may be equally sure *>at the beautv
ural,
in some form or other, to every sures us of its success. To say that
and in connection with anniversaries l«»t revealed the secret of its gra of one's daily snri'ourdinfs on a colls
human
being, but it may be a high it was enjoyable would be putting it
and birthdays. My topic might be '""
fruitfulness. There was, at it lege campus can pas* into mind and
a hidden
which
more truly called A Pcntrnii of On- root*.
■P*'**.
had heart and deeply influence one's and noble trait, or it ma le a low and mildly—'twas superb!
President, and he, perforce, must trickled down, under the surface,, whole life and character
This, I i debased one. The sure *.eft of ary
flom
make the best grace of this publij
the slope above.
It was "in think, helps to account t'c r the evi« man is the kind of power he loves TWO POEMS FROM YEATS
t,nuh Wlth
sitting, since he happensources of inexhaustibly dent happiness we fnd here. Tim, and the use that he makes of it. No
"To be that sort of man
supply." Nobody who has known Dr. again, helps to explain how Dr. Jar perils are so subtle and so dangerous
Song from The Land of Heart's
Jarman at a11 weU Ci n d,,ubt that
Which the world loves to honor
'
, man has succeeded, during such as those that beset persons in authorDesire
Whenever it can"
'the springs of Irs highly productive marked growth, in complcely "avo'd ity. We are assured that
Had he the opportunity to speak just Personality and idealism must lie far ing the doom of eypnt ding mediocn-! Authority intoxicates .
The wind blows out of the gates of
The fumes of it invade the brain
here, he would probably insist, Witt bat'k in the secret PlflcM« in the hi*n I ty" as Dr. Hamilton IT .'t >ecently exday,
And make men giddy, proud, and
Cromwell, "Paint me just as I am, "lai^ of *iron* Christian faith. He, pressed it his inaugural address at
The
wind blows over the lonely of
vain."
in and all." When he SUM himself, has- in consequence, n.ade to this col. Rollins College.
heart,
however, as others sec him, he "may l«*». first of all, the supreme gift
We have contented OiinfjVasj with a And the lonely of heart is withered
This
outer
growh
was
not
an
end
very low plane of othical thinking
not believe his own eyes," for he is ,,f "a man of lifp ■*»««».■
away
in itself, for the real worth of an in-,
the least self-conscious of men, anJ
Schlegel is right: "A man acts so stitution cannot be rightly judged by and ethical performance in this mas- While the fairies dance in a place
ue traits are regard a.-, inusoal he because he is so." His achievement la houses and lands. It nm.<t be measur- ter of personal authority. Dr. Jarmin
apart,
has led the way, in this matter, to Shaking their milk-white feet in a
himself looks upon as mete matters the fruit of his own personality. An 1 j
ed by the soul thnt animatn it, b ■
of fact, BO inherently natural are they personality is the highest thing w»
higher ground, and has shown us a
ring,
its desire and ab'Mty t<i serve th'
college executive steeped in the demo- Tossing their milk-white arms in the
My only desire is to pant so true know. We reverence it so very much I
people among whom it is located. I".
a likeness that everyene must say, that we have fash'or.c-d the God j was an irresistible pressure fron cratic spirit. He has escaped the inair;
"How exactly like Dr. Jarman! She whom we worship in terms of person within, the ever-ncrensing demand-; jury of authority because he ha- For they hear the wind laugh and
hasn't Battered him one "bit!"
ality. The biggest an ! finest thing in
never been a self-seker, he has been
mumur and sing
of greater service to the- schools of
absolutely free from the voice of Of a land where even the old are fair,
Let us disposeof those "scars" in any institution ought to be the perVirginia that s'.ret.hed
material
shrot order. You may rest assureJ sonality of the man who guides it ;
personal ambition; he has alwav.- And even the wise are merry of
boundaries and rtushH in new build- ,
■ <•
, •
•'
that they are all honorable scars, Yet to be worth anything, personal*-, ._._....
•
,
..been ready to sacrifice his own mtongue;
mgs to meet the lmp^vaine needs o+ ,. ., , . .
gained only through hard struggle ty, with its deep -wmputhy, good
, .
,
A
dividual interest to his souse of o'
But
I heard a reed of Coolaney say,
a fast-growing stndeit group—three ,. ..
, ,
.
. A.
and perfectly fair fights. Moreover, taste, and fine feeli-g, must be ac- ,
,
. .
ligation; he has been conscientious
"When the wind has laughed and
hundred girls twenty five years ag.,
,
.
,.
, .
they are. every one, in front, for he tive,—must make itself known an!
.,
and considerate in leadership,
r and mmurmured and sung,
a
thousand
now.
;
„
...
,.
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has always courageously faced every felt, must be embodied in some cor'
riexible in integrity.
The
lonely of heart is withered
But all this did not c.«iiie by magin
*,,, . ^_ ,
difficulty and danger. Not once has he crete form.
_.
.. .
,
..
,
Whatever he may have lost by
away."
this is, above a!!, a working,
,
turned his hack upon any problem on Let no one suppose that because of Since
.,
such a course in so-called power, he
—William Butler Yeati
upon any foe of this college. Not one Dr. Jarman's unbrok<n silence about
'
has undoubtedly gained in love and
scar that he wears is result of any himself he has gone ''piteouslyl un"Nothing under : e BUY
in whole-hearted, enthusiastic cooperWhen You Are Old
criminal weakness or any treachery expressed." He has expressed himseL'
Merely happens; things are done" ation< He has had no worry over tbc
on his own part. So much for scars! fully and richly in everything we a36 A great doer and biildcr like Dr. poblems of loyalty, for justice and When you are old and grey and full
Never shall I forget that winter OH this campus. To realise the worth! Jarman must have a ?-<at capacity generosity in authority win and hold
of sleep,
morning in 1002, when the retiring and scope of this matcr-al achieve for unremitting lab.^r. 3uch an insa- undying loyalty and allegiance,
And nodding by the fire, take down
lent presented to us, early Blent, let me show you a "Hash-back" tiable appetite for work has he shown
We hear the queustion repeatedly
this book,
chapi
ue, our next president, of what you could find here twenty j that one is tempted -o Lelitve that he asked todoy,—"Are American col- And slowly read, and dream of the
of us knew the retiring young five ears ago.
There was the OPP' must have taken as his nxtto the old j ieges corrupters of youth?" Not, w«
soft look
college professor from a distant se> central building, though it had no jingle,
when BO Your eyes had once, and Of their
may confidently assett,
tion of the State. When he entered over-arching dome, n< lefty colum"Lay out more than you can do, builded and so administered.
shadows deep;
the d
sry aye was fixed upo i ned portico, no surrounding arcades.
Then do it.
But even with such noteworthy
Bite off more than you can chew,
him in aager expeetanc I, and he There was one wing it <>ach side exachievement to his credit, Dr. Jarman How many leved your moments of
shrank into his seat *s if he felt that tending forward, another wing exThen chew it.
no doubt heartily agrees with Thorn*K
glad grace,
Hitch your wagon to a star,
piercing gaze. As he greeted his new tending back from the center, a smn'l
A. Edison: "It's what is aJasaal th<U And loved your beauty with love
college Family with shy reluctan c new wing for the gymnasium. In the
Keep your seat and there you are ' interests me not the past.'- '"'hough
false or true;
and unsteady voice, hil excessive corner, just opposite the Episcopal i Of if we wish to describe his passion he has made so many of 'is dreams
But one man loved the pilgrim soul
modesty made an impression that has, church, was a sm*ll building, once aj for work in loftier anil more serious come true, not all are yet fnlfilled
in you,
remained indelible through a quarter dwelling, used as the administrative terms, we may sincerely use Lowell's. Some day we shall find here a beauAnd loved, the sorrows of your
of a century. Not '.nee in twenty-Iiw building and the hom» of Ihe training
"The longer on thi i eaith we li''c tiful library, one of "learn'ng'j lone'.v
changing face.
he been guilty of thi spec- school. Behind the main building wa
And weigh the various qua ities of towers of light." Some day we shah
menliar; never, in all that time, upon the present science building, in its J
• •
gather here in a greater auditorium, And bending down the glowing bars
chapel platform or in the more priv- first very inadequate stage. And that
The more we feel the high ster- a fitting home for the true Spirit of
Murmur, a little sadly, how love fled
ate councila of the faculty room, baa was all! Three br.rra-kJ.ke buildings
featured beauty
Togetherness so characteristic of this And placed upon the mountains overhe made a single claim r plea for in one small town block!
Of plain devotedness to duty.
piace. Some day, in short, if only the
head
himself; never, for one instant, baa
Yet in this restricted area ha 1
ill, nor panl wit'i state will wake up to its full obliga And hid his face amid a crowd of
mortal praise.
lie sounded even the faintest note of gone on, for eighteen \ears, under
tions, Dr. Jarman will put solid and
stars.
But finding ample recompense
sell
or Mlf-advertisement by three strong presidents, a very high
enduring foundation under all th<
—William Butler Yeats
reminding his hearera of the great grade of educatmna' fork. In th.
For life's ungarlanded orvperi
"airy fabrics" of his visions for this
thinga he has don- tor tl
I and institution he had Inherited, the nev
In work done squarely a.td unwas'- College.
Mebane: "Do you know Dr. Jared days."
the State. He has lived hia life and president was quick to let, and apWe can scarcely hope, in the na- man pays $800 a month electric light
done h
and left both to apeak predate the strong, herlthy, sturdy But I can just feel Dr. Jarman'; ture of things, that Dr Jarman w'll bill for this school?"
a publicity agent!roots for future growth. Be began to protesting thought: 'I didn't do a'l be permitted to round out anotVr
Edith Lamphier: $800! Well, imfor himself he is, always has been, study his own school—a very unn' • this alone!"
twenty-five years at the lead of this agine paying that much money to put
always will I.e. an utter but glorious i trusive but persevering man he was.
No he didn't. He had help, fine school. But ten thousand "' rmer stn- light on the subject."
failure.
Hi- outstan ling mo lesty, ho*
ha- by no mean- destioyed a healthy
and propi
steam nor engen
cli vi'ii any poisonous M il'-distruMi.ss Lulu O. Andrews, of Char- benumbing doubt of hia own eapaci
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